The Death of Mankind
The race of ADAM no longer reflects the Image of God, his Creator. Mankind as
a physical being is now doomed, soon to be terminated, yet God still offers him
eternal life in place of eternal death through the gift of FAITH in His Son Jesus,
which is the 6th sense that the race of Adam is missing.
Take a moment as we stand along side Adam’s death bed in Hospice. Adam
lives in time not eternity. Adam represents every fallen human being who ever
lived; Adam is the race of mankind whose light is close to going out forever.
See all the tubes stuck in him, as he exists only on life support. His breathing is
shallow. He is still and not aware of anything around him as he lives from breath
to breath. Adam the ancient of days of mankind who lives in time will soon run
out of time…because time will be no more.
God gave us all Ears to hear with and Eyes to see with and a Mind to think with.
Yet for 6,000 years the human race, Adam’s race, our race has remained blind,
deaf and dumb to the knowledge of God.
God wants to save you from yourself, to change you from a son of Adam to a
child of God. He wants to change your heart of stone to one of flesh. He wants to
give you a blood transfusion, for in the Blood of Christ there is power to give you
eternal life. Did you know that there is a river of blood that flows from the Earth to
heaven?
This river of blood represents the deaths of the multitudes throughout the 6,000
years that died in the arms of Christ believing in His death on the Cross-for their
sins. This river of blood when viewed from afar looks like a Scarlet Ribbon.
If you look closely you will see that it is anchored in the base of the Cross of
Christ, planted deep into the Judean soil within the boundaries of the City of God
called Jerusalem.
The other end of the Scarlet Ribbon is tied the Throne of God. It connects to both
Jesus and the Great Cloud of Witness behind Gods throne. Those scarlet
strands reach out across the entire world from heaven connecting to the
Remnant, the Redeemed called from before the world was formed that live today
on planet earth. These scarlet strands are attached to each of us personally who
believe in Jesus and are living today in time.
Those strands represent an Eternal future filled with LIGHT and HOPE for all
TRUE Believers. If you are not tied to His Cross then your Eternal future beyond
the grave will be filled with DARKNESS and NO Hope.

Because you never took the time investigate the TRUTH that will kill your pride
and allow you to walk humbly before the One True God.
	
  	
  

